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“More important than the Bible.” —Heartattack

“Full of amazing information without being too heavy handed or too general. This book should be a staple in every punk house!” —Ray Suburbia

“It’s like the Time-Life series for punks all in one volume, for one low-low price!” —Hanging Like a Hex

“From making clothes, to making out, from taking care of your pet, to dealing with the problem of fruit flies, from binding a book to brewing some beer, this book has got everything covered.” —Last Hours

“So you think you’re pretty handy around the house? Think D, I and Y are your middle initials? Betcha don’t make your own toothpaste. Learn how in Making Stuff and Doing Things.” —Willamette Week

Making Stuff and Doing Things is probably the most useful book on the planet. It’s been called “more important than the Bible.” It’s an indispensable handbook full of basic life skills for the young punk or activist, or for anyone who’s trying to get by, get stuff done, and have an adventurous life without a lot of money. The book started in the 90s as a series of zines, with dozens of contributors setting down the most important skills they knew in concise, often hand-written pages. If you want to do it yourself or do it together, this book has it all, from making your own toothpaste to making your own art and media, feeding, clothing, cleaning, and entertaining yourself, surviving on little, living on less, and staying healthy on all your life’s adventures. You’ll never be bored again.
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Marketing Notes
1. Previous editions sold 28,000 copies
2. Tips for preppers and punks on a budget
3. Life hacks for young people to save money, travel, and live independently

Comparative Titles
• Made by Dad Scott Bedford 9780761171478 (Workman) $18.95, 2013
• Contradictionary Crimethinc. 9780970910196 (Crimethinc Workers Collective) $11.95, 2013
• Forgotten Skills of Self-Sufficiency Caleb Warneck 9781462113439 (Cedar Fort) $18.99, 2014

Kyle Bravo is an artist and musician who lives and works in the upper 9th Ward of New Orleans. He teaches art to pay the bills then makes art and plays music every other possible spare moment. He is a founding member of the artist-run gallery The Front and also co-founder of Hot Iron Press, both hand-in-hand with his wife, artist Jenny LeBlanc. Kyle’s most recent musical projects include fiddling with his 4-track in his garage and his bands Kay Swiss and the Keddz and Koozie Basket.

A small, innovative publishing house, Microcosm Publishing specializes in work designed to make the reader feel good about being alive, take an active role in bettering their life, and impact the world around them. Microcosm has developed a reputation for teaching self-empowerment, showing hidden histories, and fostering creativity through challenging conventional publishing wisdom with books and zines about DIY skills, food, politics, and art.